pertaining to the welfare state. The main purpose of this chapter is to explain convergence in the administrative structures of service delivery across sectors. Homogenization refers to the process of narrowing the variance between organizations, as similar innovations and change are adopted across different sectors and over time. Organizational change affects the structure, processes and behaviour of actors. This is the most visible measurement of convergence. As Egeberg argues (Egeberg, 1999) , organizational structure affects agenda setting and actors' preferences, influences the decision on behaviour and has a lasting impact on actors' interests.
Here in this chapter I am most interested in how organizations of welfare delivery are becoming more similar in their internal accountability arrangements. Empirical findings presented in chapters 3 and 4 suggest that welfare administration in Europe is converging towards a similar accountability regime type, namely managerial accountability, independently from different programme areas of social policy and welfare regimes (Esping-Andersen, 1990 ). I argue in this chapter that this convergence of the institutional structure of welfare administration is not directly driven by globalization or justification of efficiency gains but rather by the need for organizational survival and legitimacy (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991) . For such purposes, organizations endorse the models which are perceived to be most innovative or 'modern'. When the empirical link between managerialism and performance is inconclusive, sociological concepts such as mimetic isomorphism are useful. Why do different organizations adopt formal structures, procedures and values that are so identical? As the discussions of public hospitals and state schools have emphasized throughout the analytic narrative in chapters 3 and 4, convergence is not only the result of policy diffusion of ideas, but also, and more importantly, a process of structural transformations to the institutional structure of European welfare states.
On the basis of the empirical data exposed already in chapters 3 and 4, here I develop further the argument that the organizations of service delivery are becoming more similar, without necessarily making them more efficient. An important question for convergence is not only the one of narrowing variance, but also that of motivational drivers and causal mechanisms. Why would different organizational fields across countries adopt similar structures, in light of weak supporting evidence of efficiency gains? In the first part, the chapter discusses the reach of managerialism and the main empirical conclusions from the cases of health care and education in Britain, Germany, France and Italy. In the
